The relationships among various citation metrics have been probed in multiple scientific research disciplines but not neuroimaging. The aim of the current study was to assess the citation metrics of neuroimaging journals and analyze their relationships. The Journal Citation Reports (JCRs) published by Clarivate Analytics was accessed to extract relevant data for each of the 14 journals from the neuroimaging category. Pearson correlation tests were conducted to test if the citation metrics had significant correlations. Impact factor was positively correlated with citable items (r = 0.717, p = 0.004). Percentage of uncited citable items and percentage of journal self citations were partially negatively correlated with citation distribution, i.e., the percentages of citable items that contributed to 20%, 50% and 80% of total citations. The current study has implied that all the abovementioned metrics should be considered together to provide multi-faceted evaluations instead of using a single metric, at least in the neuroimaging field.
INTRODUCTION
Neuroimaging is one of the most exciting research fields as it probes into the human brain trying to understand the neurobiology of our behaviors and thoughts. According to 2018 Journal Citation Reports (JCRs) published by Clarivate Analytics, neuroimaging was ranked 29th out of 182 JCR journal categories in Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE), sorted by aggregate impact factor. It had an aggregate impact factor of 3.996 based on a total of merely 14 journals, trailing behind neurosciences ranked 28th (aggregate impact factor of 4.015, 261 journals) but leading clinical neurology ranked 43th (aggregate impact factor of 3.498, 197 journals). It has been known that NeuroImage is the behemoth of the 14 neuroimaging journals that receives a dominating share of citations and is often co-cited with publications in neurosciences, clinical neurology and psychiatry (Yeung et al., 2017) . For these tightly associated journal categories, it has been reported that the journal impact factor, the highly utilized and renowned metric for journal assessment, does not account for the percentage of uncited publications in a journal within a specific period of time. Larivière et al. (2009) has revealed that approximately 20% of publications in the medical field were uncited in around 2005, using a 2-year citation window. Even for Nobel laureates, 10% of their publications published in 2005 or before were still uncited at the end of 2010 (Egghe et al., 2011) . Both van Leeuwen and Moed (2005) and Egghe (2010) have reported a negative correlation between impact factor and percentage of uncited publications, which is valid for the whole scientific field and numerous subcategories including neurosciences.
It is advocated that a journal should be evaluated with multiple metrics concerning citation data, including those mentioned above as well as citation distribution data, such as the percentages of publications that contribute to 20%, 50% and 80% of total citations (Larivière et al., 2009) . Little is known about the relationships among these bibliometric metrics for the neuroimaging journals, except that the field has been growing steadily for a decade since 2003 in terms of rising publication and citation counts and aggregate impact factor while maintaining a steady number of journals (Yeung et al., 2017) . Therefore, the aim of the current study was to assess the neuroimaging journals and reveal if the relationships among the mentioned bibliometric metrics reported in other fields could be applied to neuroimaging category or not. The results should provide a more comprehensive view for readers to evaluate the performances of neuroimaging journals apart from using the single value of impact factor. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS
The details of the citation metrics are listed in Table 1 . The journals were listed in descending order of impact factor. As expected, the top-ranked NeuroImage had the largest number of total citations and citable items. Though it had the 2nd most number of uncited citable items (130), it actually had the smallest percentage of them (7.8% only). It ranked 5th in terms of percentage of journal self citations. The 2nd largest journal in terms of total citations and citable items was American Journal of Neuroradiology; it ranked 5th in terms of impact factor and 1st in terms of percentage of journal self citations.
Pearson correlation tests have revealed that impact factor was positively correlated with the number of citable items (r = 0.717, p = 0.004), and negatively correlated with percentage of uncited citable items (r = −0.827, p < 0.001). A scatter plot of log-10 impact factor against percentage of uncited citable items (Supplementary Figure S1 ) was prepared in a similar fashion as van Leeuwen and Moed (2005; see their Figures 1, 2) . If a neuroimaging journal had an impact factor approaching 1, its percentage of uncited citable items would be in the range of 40% to 50%. If it had an impact factor approaching 0.1, the percentage would be greater than 90%.
Meanwhile, percentage of uncited citable items was partially negatively correlated with citation distribution, namely with percentage of citable items that contributed to 20% and 50% of total citations (r = −0.581, p = 0.029 and r = −0.658, p = 0.010 respectively; Table 2 ).
DISCUSSION
The current study has revealed the performance of neuroimaging journals in terms of citation metrics. Though there is limited data in the existing literature confirming or rebutting the relationship between impact factor and the number of published articles (citable items), the current results have implied that, at least for neuroimaging journals, size really matters. Please note that the summation of citations received by all citable items is less than the number of total citations, as the latter include citations to non-"citable items."
Frontiers in Human Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.org Based on the data reported by van Leeuwen and Moed (2005) and Egghe (2010) has established that the impact factor of journals and their uncitedness factor (i.e., the percentage of uncited articles) follows a relationship best described with a horizontal S-shape curve. At a first glance, the Supplementary Figure S1 of the current study seemed not to demonstrate the characteristic S-shape. Upon a closer examination of the original data presented by van Leeuwen and Moed (2005) , the neuroimaging journal data from the current study actually conformed to the middle segment of the S-shape, which was a relatively straight line when the impact factor range was between 0.1 and 10 (see their Figures 1, 2) . This straight segment held true for the overall SCI publications and subcategories namely the biochemistry and molecular biology, inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry (van Leeuwen and Moed, 2005) , as well as immunology and surgical journals (Weale et al., 2004) . Our interpolations that impact factor approaching 1 and 0.1 would imply percentage of uncited citable items being 40%-50% and >90% were also consistent to their findings (van Leeuwen and Moed, 2005) . Without the existence of journals with extremely large (>10) or small (<0.1) impact factor, the plot representing neuroimaging journals did not have the curved segments at the extremities and thus the Pearson correlation coefficient between these two metrics, −0.827, was larger than that of neurosciences (−0.64), general and internal medicine (−0.69) and the overall SCI category (−0.63) reported by them (van Leeuwen and Moed, 2005) .
Next, the magnitude of uncitedness was compared to existing studies. In the dated literature, it was reported that there existed 0.45%-49.9% of articles that remained uncited at least for 4 years after publication in the biomedical fields ranging from chemistry to pharmacology (Stern, 1990) . A recent report has revealed that the percentages of articles published in 2000 remained uncited 1 year and 2 years after publication were around 40%-80% and 20%-60% respectively, with biology articles having percentages of 40% and ∼20% respectively (van Noorden, 2017) . These studies have shown that the proportions of uncited articles in various research fields were largely diversified. The survey by Larivière et al. (2009) has found that the medical field publications had 20% of uncitedness in 2005 using a 2-year citation window, which has been decreasing over time. Weale et al. (2004) similarly concluded that 23.7% of articles published in immunology and surgical journals were uncited. Within the 14 journals of the neuroimaging field, the current results reported the uncitedness ranging from 7.8% to 91.2%, and an overall of 18.2%. This was somehow comparable to the findings by Larivière et al. (2009) .
Meanwhile, in the medical field the percentages of articles that contributed to 20%, 50% and 80% of total citations were 2%, 11% and 33% respectively (Larivière et al., 2009 ). For immunology and surgical journals, the percentages of articles that contributed to 50% of total citations were 15%-18% (Weale et al., 2004) . For a cardiovascular journal, 14% of articles contributed to 50% of the total citations (Opthof et al., 2004) . If the percentages from each neuroimaging journal were averaged, the respective equivalent values would be 4.4%, 18.2% and 57.3%. This implied that citations to publications from neuroimaging journals were probably more dispersed than those in the medical field. From Table 2 , one would realize that impact factor had no significant correlation with any of these three percentages, implying that these metrics might indeed reveal unique assessment features distinctive from the impact factor. These three percentages did have partial correlation with the percentage of journal self citations and uncited citable items (Table 2) . However, the exact relationships remained to be established. One important consideration for this, and also limitation of the current analysis, is that the citation count used to calculate impact factor includes citations to publications that are not counted as citable items Van Leeuwen, 1995, 1996) . Therefore, a journal editor could boost its impact factor by publishing non-''citable items'' that self cite a lot of its ''citable items'' (Falagas and Alexiou, 2008) , which complicates the underlying behavior of citations. A study by Opthof revealed that such journal self citation practice in cardiovascular science could inflate the journal impact factor by as much as 69% (Opthof, 2013) . Another limitation is the small sample size of n = 14. This study is similar to previous studies in evaluating the relationship of journal impact factor and other metrics by considering a particular JCR journal category. Because the Neuroimaging category consists of 14 journals only, the current sample size already covers the entire category. It is a common practice to use impact factor to evaluate journals, validate scientific relevance of researchers or research programs and therefore decide employment, funding and tenure (Hecht et al., 1998) . Meanwhile, the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA 1 ) developed in 2012 urged for the considerations of scientific content of articles rather than publication metrics for hiring, tenure and promotion decisions. Though the current study was not aimed to judge the appropriateness of such usage of the impact factor, the current results have implied that all the abovementioned journal metrics should be considered together, instead of a single metric, to provide a more comprehensive understanding of journal performance, at least in the neuroimaging field. Their extended use for evaluation purposes of individual researchers, however, may be deemed too advanced and complex. For instance, uncited articles may be ''sleeping beauties,'' which can be uncited for a long time, but eventually highly cited (van Raan, 2004; Yeung and Ho, 2018) . It is unfeasible to evaluate researchers based on complex metrics that may not truly reflect the scientific value of their work.
CONCLUSIONS
The current study has evaluated the relationships among various citation metrics for the neuroimaging journals. Impact factor positively correlated with the number of published citable items, but negatively correlated with percentage of uncited citable items. Percentages of citable items that contributed to 20%, 50% and 80% of total citations did not correlate with impact factor. These metrics reflecting citation distribution should be considered together with other citation metrics when one is assessing neuroimaging journal performance.
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